Quantum mechanics relates probability of an observable event to the absolute square of the corresponding probability amplitude. It may, therefore, seem that the information about the amplitudes' phases must be irretrievably lost in the experimental data. Yet, there are experiments which report measurements of wave functions, and closely related quantities such as Bohm's velocities and positions of bohmian particles. We invert the question, and ask under which conditions the values of quantum amplitudes can be recovered from observed probability distributions and averages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics predicts the probabilities, or frequencies, with which certain observed outcomes, or series of outcomes, would occur, should the experiment be repeated under the same conditions. It does so in a peculiar way. In order to evaluate a probability, first one needs to obtain a complex number, known as the probability amplitude, and take its absolute square [1] . The amplitudes, whether related to wave functions obeying the Schrödinger equation, or describing transitions a quantum system makes between available states [2] , are therefore ubiquitous in a quantum mechanical analysis. While the route from amplitudes to probabilities is well known, one can also invert the question, and ask whether it is possible to deduce the values of the amplitudes from the measured frequencies, and if so, under which conditions? There are several reasons why the question, simple as it may seem, deserves further discussion. On one hand, the probability amplitudes, whose precise status is still being debated in literature (see, for example [3] ), are often considered mere computational tools, of no further use, once the desired probability has been calculated. This view is supported by observing that, since a probability P , and the corresponding amplitude A, are related by P = |A| 2 , information about the phase of the A is irretrievably lost whenever P is measured. However, contrary to the above assertion, a recent technique of the so-called "weak measurements" (WM) (for a review see [4] and Refs. therein) allows one to measure the real and imaginary parts of complex "weak values" (WV), provided that the measurement is highly inaccurate, or the meter is only weakly coupled to the observed system. It is easy to demonstrate [5, 6] , that the WV, obtained in this manner, can be identified with Feynman's transition amplitudes [2] , or their weighted combinations. Despite earlier claims made, e.g. in [7] and [8] , WV provide little additional insight into quantum behaviour [9] , but the fact that values of certain amplitudes can, after all, be recovered from the experimental data is of some interest. Finally, recent progress in experimental techniques has made possible the use of WM for indirect evaluation of simple wave functions in a chosen representation, or of related quantities, such as Bohm velocities [10] - [13] . Employing weak measurements may not be the only way to retain the information about the phases, and one might want to look into other possibilities as well. The purpose of this paper is to find out which types of amplitudes, for which systems, under which conditions, and by what means, can be, in principle, reconstructed from experimental data. We will also ask what such a reconstruction, once achieved, adds to one's understanding of quantum theory. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II we revisit the basic rules for constructing probabilities with the help of virtual (Feynman) paths. In Section III we discuss the difference between the past and present, when dealing with outcomes of consecutive measurements. In Section IV the approach is applied to a composite measured system+pointer. In Section V we demonstrate that the values of path amplitudes can be recovered from the statistics of the pointer's readings. Section VI gives a simple two-state example. In Section VII we use the path amplitudes in order to evaluate the initial state of the system. Section VIII discusses the high accuracy limit, in which the approach of Sections V-VII fails. In Section IX we analyse the low accuracy limit, and briefly discuss weak measurements and weak values. In Section X it is shown that it is not possible to recover path amplitudes for a "one step" history, involving only two measurements. Section XI discusses the distinctions and similarities between amplitudes, probabilities, and averages. In Section XII we stress that by measuring the amplitudes, we gain little further insight into quantum behaviour, beyond what has already been said in Section II. Section XIII contains our conclusions.
II. FROM AMPLITUDES TO PROBABILITIES
We start with the basic postulates of quantum mechanics. Suppose we want to know the values, at times t = t > 0, = 1, 2, ..., L of L quantities, represented by operatorsB , acting in an N -dimensional Hilbert space. In each run of the experiment, accurate measurements at t = t , will yield a sequence B
, where B i , are the eigenvalues ofB , some of which can, in principle, be degenerate. It is impossible to foresee the outcome of a particular run, but quantum theory is able to predict the probability, P (B
), with which a particular sequence (path) will appear, i.e., the frequency with which it will occur if the experiment is repeated many times. The recipe the theory offers is a peculiar one:
(i) First, one needs to find the eigenstates of the operators,B , |b i , and ensure that all eigenvalues ofB 1 are distinct. If so, the first measurement, yielding B 1 i1 prepares (pre-selects) the system in a state |b 1 i1 , and allows us to proceed with the construction of a statistical ensemble, describing the remaining L − 1 measurements.
(ii) Then a complex valued probability amplitude A(b
) for the system to "pass through the states |b i " is defined as a product
where
is the amplitude for the system to make a transition from |b
to |b i , between t = t −1 and t = t , andÛ (t , t) ≡ exp[−iĤ(t − t)] is its evolution operator.
(iii) Born rule. With all eigenvalues of each operator distinct, the probability of observing a sequence B
i1 is the absolute square of the amplitude (1),
(iv)Superposition Principle. If, for example, two orthogonal states, |b n in and |b n i n , correspond to the same B n in , for some 1 < n < L, Eq.(3) should be modified as
In this case, one cannot say through which of the two states the system passed at t n . The rule is different for the last measurement, n = L,
since the paths, leading to distinguishable final outcomes, cannot interfere [1] . These rules are readily generalised to the case where several operators have several groups of degenerate eigenvalues.
(v) Uncertainty Principle [1] . If all eigenvalues of an operatorB n are the same, B n in = c, we have
and it is impossible to determine the state |b n in through which the system passes at t = t , unless all but one amplitudes
Note that these rules can also be applied to a system prepared in a mixed, rather than pure, initial state (see Appendix). The most peculiar feature is the appearance of a seemingly "unphysical" complex quantity A(b
which must be involved, before the tangible frequencies can be accessed. There is still no consensus about the precise status of probability amplitudes (see, for example [3] ). (The situation is even more urgent if the amplitude in question is the wave function, since the measurements at t and t interrupt its continuous evolution, causing the state to "collapse". The many worlds approach [14] sends the redundant parts of the wave function to parallel universes. We, however, will follow [1] in asking only for a recipe to calculate the probabilities.) In the following we will be interested in no more than three measurements, L = 2 and L = 3. This will allow us to simplify the rather cumbersome notation in the above equations, and writeĈ, andD forB 2 andB 3 , |c j and |d k for |b 2 i2 and |b 3 i3 , respectively. We also put t 1 = 0, t 2 = t , and t 3 = t . There are several possibilities. For example, it is possible to define a pre-and post-selected sub-ensemble [4] , by running the experiment many times, and retaining the statistics only for those cases where the first and the third measurements yield some previously chosen B i and D k . This leaves C j the the only random variable, whose values occur with the probabilities
which can be measured directly. Our aim is, however, to invert the argument and ask what information about the amplitudes A(d k ← c j ← b i ) can be gained once the probabilities p[C j ] are measured (see Fig.1 ). With all eigenvalues distinct, Eq (3) only allows one to learn something about the modulus of A(d k ← c j ← b i ) (see Fig.2 as an example for N = 3). To be able to reconstruct the amplitudes with all relevant phases, one would need to consider composite systems, comprising both the system and a "measuring device", and look beyond the accurate "ideal" measurements. This will be done after a further brief discussion.
FIG. 1.
A two-way relation between quantum theory an experiment. Calculated amplitudes predict observable probabilities, while measured probabilities allow one to evaluate the amplitudes involved.
in the Hilbert space of the composite system+pointer, furnished with an amplitude
III. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PRESENT AND THE PAST
It is worth discussing certain aspects of the above approach, using the three-measurements (two-steps), L = 3 case as an example. Firstly, quantum theory provides an amplitude for a path {d k ← c j ← b i } "as a whole". Since, in the sequence, c j follows b i with certainty, it does not make sense to ask what is the amplitude for going c j ← b i , given a later destination d k . Secondly, as in Section II, quantum theory treats very differently the final moment of a history, a "now" at t = t , and the "past", to which the moment t belongs. To illustrate this, we consider the following simple example. Let all three consecutive measurements made on a qubit, N = 2, be made in the same basis, |b i = |d i = |c i , i = 1, 2. With the qubit prepared in a state |c 1 by the first measurement at t = 0, we ask for the values of two quantities whose operators,Ĉ = 2 i=1 |i i| =1 andD = |1 1| + |2 2|, obviously, commute. There are four paths, shown in Fig.3 , which we will label
We note that, sinceĈ is just unity, its value must be 1 in all cases, with certainty. Suppose we ask for the values of D, at t = t and t = t . By (iii), the probabilities for the four possible outcomes, P (I, J), I, J = 1, 2 are the absolute squares of the amplitudes A(I, J), ascribed to the paths in Eq. (8) . The probability to obtain 1 at t = t , regardless of what we have at t = t is, therefore,
Suppose next that we ask about the values ofĈ at t = t , and ofD, at t = t . By (iii) we have
which is not the same as (9), since now the paths {1, 1} and {1, 2}, corresponding to the same value ofĈ, interfere. Finally, we may ask about the values ofD at t = t , and ofĈ, at t = t . If the paths corresponding to a degenerate eigenvalue ofĈ at t = t were to interfere, the probability to have both values equal to 1 would be P (anything, 1) = |A(1, 1) + A(2, 1)| 2 . The correct answer, however, is
in accordance with the principle that scenarios leading to distinguishable final outcomes, never interfere [1] . The principle is embedded in elementary quantum mechanics as the rule that the mean value of an operatorĈ in a state |ψ is given by Ĉ = j C j | c j |ψ | 2 , even when the eigenvalues C j are degenerate. With it, conservation of probability is assured, whichever the order of the measurements. Indeed, since
P (1, anything) + P (2, anything) = P (1, anything) + P (2, anything) = P (anything, 1) + P (anything, 2) = 1, (12) whereas |A(1, 1) + A(2, 1)| 2 + |A(1, 2) + A(2, 2)| 2 = 1. The rule that the past outcomes may or may not interfere, depending on the questions asked, while the final outcomes are always exclusive [2] , whether we want to know them or not, guarantees the consistency of the rules of the previous Section. Suppose we are interested only in the values of the first L − 1 operatorsB , and not in the lastB
), in Eq. (1), and continue with the remaining amplitudes for the shortened paths {b
Equivalently, we will get the same answer for the probabilities
whether or not some, all, or none of the eigenvalues ofB L are degenerate. It is, therefore, evident that, provided the states |b
) are indeed given by the Born rule (iii), where t L−1 becomes the final "now" time, as described above. This demonstrates, of course, that the future measurements cannot change the results of the ones already made, thus preserving causality.
IV. MEASUREMENTS IN TERMS OF THE AMPLITUDES
As was mentioned at the end of Section II, in order to recover the amplitudes from the measured probabilities, we need to couple the system to another degree of freedom, of a special type. One choice of this additional degree of freedom is a von Neumann pointer [15] , a one dimensional massive particle with a coordinate f , briefly coupled to the system just before t viaĤ int = −i∂ fĈ δ(t − t ), where δ(x) is the Dirac delta. The pointer has no own dynamics apart fromĤ int , so the evolution operator for the composite system+pointer is a product Times t = 0 and t = t belong to the "past", while t = t refers to the "present", and must be treated differently.
where the subscript s refers to the system. At t = 0 the system and the pointer are prepared in states |b i and |G , respectively. In what follows, it is convenient, although not necessary, to think of G(f ) ≡ f |G as a Gaussian of a width ∆f ,
Next we want to describe the work of the measuring device in terms of probability amplitudes, i.e., by applying the rules (i)-(v) of Section II to the composite, rather than to the system alone. First, we define an amplitude for the system and the pointer to pass, just after t , at t + 0, through |c j and |f , and end up at t in |d k and |f , respectively (see Fig. 2b ). Using the evolution operator (14), we easily find
is the amplitude for the system to follow the path |d k ← |c j ← |b i with no pointer present. This is what makes the von Neumann pointer special (see also [16] ). Dynamical interaction with such a pointer amounts to destruction of interference between the virtual paths, describing the dynamics of the uncoupled system. Thus, whatever one may learn about the system, will have to be expressed in terms of the amplitudes (17) . (Note that an interaction of a more general type might bring in terms like d k |Û s (t , t )|c j c j |Û s (t )|b i , j = j , not present in the absence of the pointer.)
In the end, we will want to look at the final pointer's position at t = t . Its accurate determination may be too difficult, so we would need to divide the whole range of f into intervals of a width ∆f , and ask only for the interval, which contains the pointer. The superposition principle (iv) allows us to construct an amplitude for the pointer to pass through the m-th interval, rather than through a particular |f ,
Note that checking whether the pointer passes through ∆ m , amounts to measuring, at t = t + 0, the quantity, represented by a projectorπ m = ∆m df |f f |, which has eigenstates |f |c j corresponding to degenerate eigenvalues 0 and 1. By the Born rule (iii), the probability for the system to end up in |d k , and the pointer to pass through ∆ m at t = t + 0, and end up in |f , is given by
Finally, since we are not interested in the final pointer's position, the probability to have the system in |d k at t , and the pointer reading at t + 0 inside ∆ m , mδf ≤ f < (m + 1)δf , is found by summing (19) over all f 's
where I j,j is the overlap between the G's centred at C j and C j ,
One remark is in order. In deriving Eq. (20) we assumed that the final pointer's position f was measured at t with the help of the appropriate equipment. However, since what we decide to do at a later time cannot affect the earlier outcomes, we could as well have measured the pointer's final momentum, sum over all results, and still obtain Eq. (20) . Alternatively, at t = t , we could decide to do nothing at all and, as discussed in Section III, Eq. (20) would still be valid. Thus, Eq. (20) gives a well defined probability for the two observable outcomes, d k and m.
For a measurement to make any sense, it must tell something about the properties of the observed system. Here these properties are represented by the amplitudes A s 's, describing the system on its own. What exactly is learnt, depends on the initial pointer's state, and on how the experimental data is processed.
V. AN INVERSE MEASUREMENT PROBLEM
We continue with the pre-and post-selected system of Section II, and consider the following experiment. A system, with an unknown Hamiltonian, is prepared in the same unspecified state |b and then, at t = t , a detector clicks if it is found in the same unspecified state |d (we dropped the subscripts i and k). At 0 < t < t a pointer measures an operatorĈ, as described in the previous section. The pointer readings are kept only if the detector clicks at t = t , and after many trials the experimental data consists of the numbers of cases, K(m, d), in which the pointer readings lie in the m-th interval, and the system ends up in |d . These numbers define frequencies, which tend to probabilities, as the number of trials increases,
If the pointer position f is determined accurately, δf << ∆f , we can introduce the corresponding probability density, which, according to Section IV, has the form
are renormalised system's path amplitudes. The factor N is the probability for the system to arrive at (to be found in) |d k at t = t , regardless of what the pointer reads,
and
The experimentalist wants to obtain information about the system, when it is uncoupled from the pointer. Clearly, he/she may only learn something about the path amplitudes 
obtain a system of linear equations, ( = 1, 2, ...,
Since only the relative phases ofÃ j are of importance, we can chooseÃ to be real positive, an then obtain the phases of all remaining amplitudes,Ã j = |Ã j | exp(iφ j ),
The result has certain predictive powers. The knowledge of the path amplitudes A s (d k ← c j ← b i ) allows one to construct a probability density ρ (f ), if a different operator,Ĉ , which commutes withĈ, [Ĉ ,Ĉ] = 0, is measured for the same pre-an post-selected system. For aĈ , not commuting withĈ, the scheme would fail due to the appearance of unknown additional terms d|Û s (t , t )|c j c j |Û s (t )|b , j = j . Note also that we have gained no further insight into the origin, nature or usefulness of the probability amplitudes. Their role remains as defined by (i)-(v) in Section II, and we are no wiser as to why quantum theory must rely on the amplitude in the way it does.
VI. A TWO-STATE EXAMPLE
We illustrate the above on an example which involves a two-level system (qubit). For N = 2, at t = t , we can measureĈ = σ z , where σ z is a Pauli matrix, for a particular choice of the initial and final states, |b and |d , and an accuracy ∆f . As it stands, the method of the previous Section is not very practical. To evaluate the distribution ρ(f ) one would need to count the number of cases, K(f, f + δf ), in which the pointer is found inside [f, f + δf ], divide it by the total number of trials, K, and by the interval's width δf . By the Central Limit Theorem [17] , an accurate value of ρ(f ) would be obtained for K >> 1/ρ(f )δf , i.e., for a number of trials prohibitively large. It is more convenient to divide the whole range of f into three intervals, ∆ I , ∆ II , and ∆ III , such that the probabilities to find a pointer reading inside each interval are roughly the same, W (Z) = ∆ν ρ(f )df ≈ 1/3, ν = I, II, III. Integrating Eq.(27) over I, II and III, yields three equations for |Ã 1 |, |Ã 2 |, and the relative phase ϕ,
To find the path amplitudesÃ i , one would perform K >> 1 trials, and count the number of times, K(ν), the reading is found to lie inside an interval ν. Replacing the probabilities W (ν) with the relative frequencies, W (ν) ≈ K(ν)/K, and solving (29), will yield the values ofÃ i , up to an unimportant overall phase. An actual measurement can be simulated by calculating the distribution ρ(f ) for a chosen system and a pointer, randomly sampling a result f from it, and updating the counts K(I), K(II), and K(III), as appropriate. Results of the simulation are shown in Fig.4 , for the initial an final states (given here unnormalised),
a measured operatorĈ = σ z , an accuracy ∆f /|C 2 − C 1 | = 0.5, an evolution operatorÛ s (t) = cos(ωt) − iσ x sin(ωt), ωt = π/3, and ωt = π/2. Once Eqs.(29) are solved, it is easy to reconstruct the full distribution of the readings, ρ(f ), or predict this distribution if a different operator, e.g.,Ĉ , which commutes withĈ, is measured to a different accuracy, even though nothing is known about the states |b and |d (see Fig.5 ). As discussed in the previous section, it is not possible to predict this distribution for an operator, which does not commute withĈ, because the eigenstate corresponding to an eigenvalue C j , entersÃ j only as |c j c j |. In particular, forĈ = σ x one would need to know the amplitude for going through
While solving Eqs. (29) provides the values of the first two terms in the r.h.s. of (31), up to a phase factor, the last two terms remain unknown. 
VII. INDIRECT "MEASUREMENT" OF A WAVE FUNCTION
The above approach becomes more useful if the final state |d(t ) = (Û s ) −1 |d is known,
while the initial one, |b , is not. Then obtaining the amplitudesÃ j by solving Eqs.(29), which are easily generalised to N > 2, and dividing the results by c j |d k (t ) yields a decomposition of the initial state at the time, |b(t ) ≡Û s (t )|b , of the measurement,
Once the unknown state of a system is identified, many other predictions are possible. Similar, although not identical techniques were applied to photons, for example in [11] and [12] , where the reconstructed wave function was used to evaluate Bohm's velocities, and bohmian trajectories. Returning to the Gaussian initial state of the pointer in Eq. (15), we note that ∆f describes the quantum uncertainty in the initial pointer's position. It, therefore, determines the accuracy (resolution) of the measurement even if the pointer's final position is determined accurately. We note that Eqs.(29) cease to be helpful in the limit of a highly accurate, and therefore, strongly perturbing measurement,
as well as for a highly inaccurate, weakly perturbing one,
In both limits the matrix, constructed from the G's in the l.h.s. of Eqs. (29), is singular and the method of Sections V and VI fails, as illustrated in Fig.6a . Next we look at these two limits separately.
VIII. ACCURATE (STRONG) MEASUREMENTS AND THE BORN RULE
To have an accurate measurement, it is not sufficient to accurately determine the final pointer's position. One also needs to know its initial setting. The uncertainty of the pointer's initial position is proportional to the width of its initial state, ∆f , so that Eq.(34) does define a very precise measurement. The measurement is also "strong", since it maximally perturbs the system, whose odds on being detected in the final state have been significantly altered, as shown in Fig.6b . With all C j distinct, for the distribution of the pointers's readings, from (34) and (23), we have (restoring subscripts i and k)
so that the probability to find a reading in a small vicinity of a C j is |A
This provides a consistency test for the Born rule, since a measurement always finds the system travelling one of the paths d k ← c j ← b i , with a probability proportional to |A
Counting the number of times, K(C j , d k ), a result C j is observed, one constructs the average ofĈ over many trials,
In the special case of a projector on a state |c n ,Ĉ = |c n c n |, C j = δ jn , with an (N − 1)-fold degenerate zero eigenvalue, the average (37) yields the probability to travel the path d k ← c n ← b i , which is different from what it would be, if all C j were distinct,
It is readily seen that an attempt to reconstruct the amplitudes from the results of accurate measurements must fail, since ρ(f ) in Eq.(36) only contains absolute squares of the A s , and makes no mention of their phases. (Some phase information is retained in Eq.(38), but we will not pursue it further).
IX. INACCURATE (WEAK) MEASUREMENTS AND THE RELATIVE AMPLITUDES
Choosing the initial state of the pointer extremely broad, as suggested in Eq. (35), has the obvious inconvenience of spreading the pointer readings all over the place. It also has an advantage, should we want it, of perturbing the system only slightly. The odds on finding the system in |d k at t are almost the same as if the pointer were not there at all (see Fig. 4 ). In the limit ∆f → ∞ we can expand G(f − C j ) up to the leading terms in ∆f
so that the distribution of the readings (23) takes the form
Although the second term in the r.h.s. is very small (∼ ∆f −1 ), it is also very broad (∼ ∆f ). Therefore, it is capable of producing an appreciable change in the averages f m ≡ f m ρ(f )df , m = 1, 2, ... In particular, recalling that f G 2 (f ) = 0, for the average pointer reading we find
where we defined the relative amplitudes,
and, as before, wrote |b i (t ) ≡Û s (t )|b i and |d k (t ) ≡Û −1 s (t , t )|b i . Historically [18] , the fraction in the r.h.s. of Eq.(41) was called the WV of the operatorĈ, and the reader can follow the developments of the subject in a recent review [4] . Clearly, the WV is just a sum of path amplitudes, weighted by the eigenvalues of the measured quantitŷ C. Note that Eq.(39) holds also for the operators whose eigenvalues are degenerate. We are still far from our aim to reconstruct the values of the path amplitudes. Firstly, because these occur mixed with the eigenvalues ofĈ and, secondly, because only the real part of the sum has been evaluated so far. The first problem is easily solved by choosingĈ = |c n c n | to be a projector on |c n . In this case, the mean pointer reading coincides with the real part of the corresponding amplitude,
The second problem is resolved equally easily, if instead of evaluating the pointer's mean position, we choose to look at the mean momentum, λ , it acquires during the interaction. The result, which can be obtained by acting as in Section IV, but considering the paths (d k , f ← c 2 , f ← b i ), is well known [5, 18] , and we only quote it here for C = |c n c n |,
Using Eqs. (42) and (43), and going over all the projectors |c n c n | we will be able to evaluate all the path amplitudes, normalised to a unit sum, N j=1 α n = 1. This is, however, a laborious method. Since the variance of f grows as ∆f and, by the Central Limit Theorem [17] , the number of trials K, required to evaluate Re[α j ], Im[α j ] ∼ 1, to a sufficient accuracy would need to grow as ∆f 2 , K >> ∆f 2 .
X. ONE-STEP HISTORIES. CAUSALITY
Suppose next that we still prepare the system in a state |b i , but are no longer interested in what happens after t = t . There is only one step in the path, {c j ← b i }, and the probability to have a value C j of Section II gives
Now we apply the same method to a composite system+pointer. This can happen in at least two ways. Firstly, the machinery designed to determine whether the system is in a state |d k is still in place and is on, but we now use all the results, and do not select only those in which the system ends up in |d k . Alternatively, there may be no machine at all, so nothing is being done at t = t . In both cases, the distribution of the pointer's readings after t should be the same, as our future decision cannot affect the results already obtained. The second option is easily dealt with by recalling that the amplitudes for successive events multiply [1] , as is already seen from Eq. (1). To obtain the amplitude for the L − 1 first results, it is sufficient to omit the last transitions
) and proceed with the L − 1 remaining terms as before. Applying the rules (i)-(v), for the composite system+pointer, we are left with the transition amplitudes
and the observable probability of finding a pointer reading f ,
Thus, the information about the phases of A s (c j ← b i ) is lost, and cannot be recovered from the distribution of the pointer's readings. If, on the other hand, there is a machine which detects the system in one of the states |d k , k = 1, 2, ..., N , and the probabilities (20) have been measured and recorded, the unconditional probability for finding a reading f (we send δ f → 0, as in Section IV) is obtained by summing over all final states, which yields the sameρ(f ) as in Eq. (46)
This illustrates the causality principle. Two very different scenarios, played out in the lab a later time, cannot affect the results already obtained. Several well known results for measurements without post-selection follow from Eqs.(46) and (47). The distributioñ ρ(f ) can be written in terms of the state of the system immediately before it interacts with the pointer,
from which it follows (sinceĈ =
for a measurement of any accuracy ∆f . A measurement, yielding a result f , leaves the system in a state (we omit normalisation)
Thus, a very accurate measurement (Eq.(34)) "projects" the measured system onto one of the states |c j with a probability | c j |ψ(t ) | 2 . A highly inaccurate measurement Eq.(35), yielding a result f , perturbs the system only slightly,
and the mean value of an operatorĈ in Eq.(49), ψ(t )|Ĉ|ψ(t ) , can be obtained by making inaccurate measurements on a large ensemble of identical systems, without significantly perturbing individual system's states. Note, however, that according to (46), the inverse problem has no solution for two-measurements one-step histories.
XI. PROBABILITIES, AVERAGES, AMPLITUDES
There are three basic quantities in quantum mechanics that can be expressed in terms of each other, sometimes in a confusing manner. To begin with, probabilities (frequencies) and probability amplitudes, which occur in quantum mechanics, are very different quantities. The former appear to belong to the realm of the observable, the latter to the realm of theory. A product of amplitudes is another amplitude, as shown in Eq. (1), and so is a sum of amplitudes.
is an amplitude for passing through all, but the n-th, states. Similarly, from (ii) and (iii), a product of probabilities is, as it should be, another probability. A sum
is the probability of having L − 1 values, assuming that the values ofB n are, in principle, known. [If they cannot be known in principle, the correct expression for P (B
2 , provided all eigenvalues are distinct.] A real non-negative probability P cannot, in general, equal a complex valued amplitude A, or even its real or imaginary part, since Re[A] and Im[A] can be both positive or negative. The only trustworthy connection between an A and a P is through the Born rule, which states that a probability must be an absolute square of an amplitude. The third kind of quantities occurring in quantum mechanics are averages, or mean values. For example, the mean value of an quantityB n , measured at t = t n , would be
Since the eigenvalues B n can, in principle, have either sign, the only restriction on B n is that it must be real valued. At first glance, the only information a B n can reveal relates to the absolute squares of the amplitudes, contained in
)'s . This is, however, not the case for composite systems, because of the Superposition Principle (iv). One example was given by Eq.(40), and we briefly review here its derivation. First, we considered two-step paths, {d k , f ← c j , f ← b i , G}, and asked for the value of the intermediate pointer position f , regardless of its final position, given that at t = t the system reached |d k , passing first through |c j . There are N system+pointer states, |f |c j , which correspond to the same pointer position f . By (iv), the probability of having first f , then f , and the system in |d k , is found by adding the amplitudes for going through each of |f |c j , taking absolute square of the result, and summing it over all f . Thus, the values ofĈ, which belong to the system's past, remain indeterminate, except in the "strong" limit
, where interference is completely destroyed. Information about the phases of A s (d k ← c j ← b j ) is passed to the mean pointer reading f , whose relation with the amplitudes takes its simplest form, (40) and (42), in the "weak" limit ∆f → ∞. In this case, Eq.(40) relate a mean value in its l.h.s. to a real part of an amplitude in its r.h.s. In a similar way, Eq.(49) equates a mean value to an amplitude, since ψ|Ĉ|ψ is a scalar product of two states, |ψ andĈ|ψ . The mean reading is defined by Eq.(48), and its derived form in Eq.(49) is always valid, since for a HermitianĈ the r.h.s. of (49) is real valued. The amplitude ψ|Ĉ|ψ can sometimes be used to evaluate a different probability. For example, an experimentalist can measureĈ = σ x for a qubit in some state |ψ = cos θ| ↑ z + exp(iϕ) sin θ| ↓ z , to an arbitrary accuracy ∆f . Having evaluated the average pointer reading,
he/she also knows the scalar product φ|ψ , where |φ ≡ σ x |ψ = exp(iϕ) sin θ| ↑ z + cos θ| ↓ z , and φ|φ = 1.
With it, the statistics of measuring any operator which can be written asĈ = |φ
φ ⊥ |φ ⊥ = 1 on |ψ , are also known (see Fig.7 ). In particular, the probability, PĈ (C 1 ), of obtaining in an accurate measurement a result C 1 is given by
while the likelihood of obtaining C 2 is PĈ (C 2 ) = 1 − PĈ (C 1 ). Evaluating a sum 2 j=1 C j P (C j ) = ψ|Ĉ |ψ yields a new amplitude, φ |ψ , for φ =Ĉ |ψ , and so on. The scheme is of little practical use, since to identify the operator C one needs to know the state |ψ and, with it, the outcomes of all possible future measurements are known already. It does, however, illustrate the two ways relation between the probability amplitudes and probabilities (see Fig.1 ).
A two-way relation between quantum theory and an experiment. Calculated amplitudes predict the measured probabilities, while the measured probabilities allow one to evaluate some of the amplitudes involved.
XII. AMPLITUDES ARE AMPLITUDES
Suppose experimental data have been used, in one of the ways described above, to evaluate certain probability amplitudes. What exactly has been learnt? Clearly, the values of the amplitudes, and nothing new about their physical meaning, which remains as postulated in Section II. Quantum mechanics is a recipe for calculating frequencies of the outcomes which are observed, or can, in principle, be observed [1] . The way to any observable frequency, inevitably passes through a complex valued amplitude, or amplitudes. Not surprisingly, sometimes it is possible to deduce the value of an amplitude from a measured frequency, although the task is complicated, by the Born rule, leading to the loss of information about certain phases. The following example illustrates how the amplitudes should not be used. Consider, first, a one-step case, where a three-state system, N = 3, is prepared in a state |b at t = 0, and an operator,Ĉ, with eigenvalues, C 1 = 1, C 2 = 0, while C 3 = 0, is accurately measured at t = t (see Fig.2a ). Then the experiment is repeated with an operatorĈ , which commutes withĈ, and whose first two eigenvalues are the degenerate, C 1 = 1, C 2 = 1, and C 3 = 0. Since in both cases t is the final time, the probability to obtain C 1 in the second case is just the sum of the probabilities to get C 1 and C 2 in the first measurement,
Renaming, for an additional effect, the subspace spanned by |c 1 and |c 2 a "box", referring to each of the states as a "part of a box", and replacing the "system" with "particle", one concludes from Eq.(57) that if a particle is in one part of the box, it is also in the box as a whole. This makes perfect classical sense. Next we add one more step, and consider an ensemble where the system is post-selected in a known final state |d at t > t . Now the time t belongs to the system's past, and the rules change. In particular, for the two measurements we have
What is more, one is free to chose
, so that P (C 1 ) = 0. Now the "particle" can be found in one part of the "box", but never in the "box" as a whole. There is, of course, no paradox. Different equipments, needed to measureĈ orĈ , affect the measured system in different ways, and create different ensembles [9] . This is obvious, since the probabilities of finding the system in |d , are also different,
The conflicting statements refer to different circumstances, and should not be juxtaposed. The objection (59) can, however, be overcome, if we employ two inaccurate weak pointers to measureĈ andĈ . The pointers can be enacted simultaneously, and the probability to arrive to |d can be affected as little as we want. As discussed in Section IX, the mean reading of the two pointers are
Reasoning as in [21] , one may say that the weak pointer "has moved", if we look into the half of the box, but has not moved when we look into the whole box. Hence, there is a physical evidence that a quantum system is in one part of the box, but not in the whole box, at the same time. This is, however, unfounded. We only confirmed the previously known relation between the amplitudes
, but have obtained no warranty [22] for using it as an evidence of the "presence" or "absence" of the system in a particular "place" (see Fig.8 ). While the values of the probability amplitudes can sometimes be deduced from the observable data, such an exercise gives no further clue as to why the amplitudes must play a fundamental in quantum mechanics.
Amplitudes "Weak measurements"
Proof of "paradox" FIG. 8. Inaccurate "weak measurements" do not prove that conflicting properties of a system, subjected to different accurate measurements, are simultaneously present when the system is not being observed. Rather, they confirm the relations between the probability amplitudes, often known to the experimentalist beforehand.
XIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Quantum theory predicts probabilities for the outcomes of series of consecutive instantaneous measurements made on elementary quantum systems. It does so by associating, with the measured quantities, different bases in the Hilbert space, which represent the observed system. Complex probability amplitudes, A[path], are ascribed to all virtual (Feynman) paths, connecting the basis states at the times of measurement. The amplitudes are then combined, according the degeneracies of the measured operators, and the probability of a series of observed outcomes is obtained as the absolute square of the sum of the interfering amplitudes (Born rule). The shortest possible series is a two-measurement one-step sequence, in which the first measurement "prepares" the system in a known initial state. The result is, therefore, a joint probability P (C ← B), to have an outcome C, given and earlier outcome B. A failure to relate B to a unique initial state |b , would prevent the theory from defining a statistical ensemble for the later outcome(s), thus depriving it of any predictive power. In this paper, our main purpose was to study the ways in which the information about the probability amplitudes can be obtained from the probability distributions, accessible to an experimentalist. The Born rule seems to suggest that such information is irretrievably lost, in the act of taking the absolute value of an amplitude. This is certainly true for a single degree of freedom. The difficulty can, however, be overcome for a system, S 1 , which forms a part of a larger system, and is, therefore, coupled to something else, say S 2 . This coupling needs to be of a particular form, so that the path amplitudes of the composite can be constructed with the help of the amplitudes of the measured system in isolation. If so, the role of the coupling is to affect the interference between the paths of S 1 , and S 2 assumes the role of a measuring device. One, although not the only, example of such a device (see [16] ), is the von Neumann pointer, described in Section IV. For a sequence involving more than two measurements (more than one step), accurate evaluation of the distribution of the pointer's readings allows one to reconstruct the path amplitudes of S 1 , e.g., by one of the methods described in Sections V, VI, and IX. One additional condition is that the resolution of the pointer should not be too high, or the phases of the amplitudes will be lost. In the case of pre-and post-selected system of Sections II-IX, the knowledge of all path amplitudes of the final state, and of he evolution operator, allows one to reconstruct also the unknown initial state [11, 12] . Other schemes, based on the response of a quantum system to a weak perturbation, can, in principle, be developed as tools for reconstructing different quantum probability amplitudes. We conclude with two general remarks. Firstly, even if probability amplitudes are considered to be a purely computational toll, it is hardly surprising that their values can be extracted from the observable probabilities. After all, one can arrive at the probabilities only through the amplitudes, so some sort of a reverse calculation is likely to be possible. Secondly, with our analysis, we are no closer to answering the more interesting question, namely why quantum theory requires the amplitudes in the first place? The need for a first observation, preparing the system in an initial state, before subsequent statistics can be predicted and may point towards limitations of our perception of the physical world [23] .
XIV. APPENDIX. EXTENSION TO MIX STATES
The analysis is readily extended to the case where the system is prepared in a mixed, rather than pure, state,
by taking care of the normalisation factor N (d k , b i ) in Eq.(27), since the new distribution of the meter readings, ρ(f ) is not simply α ρ α (f ). Below we consider the L = 3 case, but the results are easily generalised for any number of measurements. For the probability to find the pointer in f , and the system, prepared inR i , in |d k we can, however, write
Similar expressions are obtained for the moments of ρ(f, d k ) , f n ≡ df f n ρ(f, d k ) . For example, in the accurate "strong" limit, ∆f → 0 ,we have
while inaccurate WM, ∆f → ∞, would yield
